
- Positive COVID-19 test by antigen or PCR testing and

- Mild-moderate COVID-19 symptoms ? 7 days from onset of symptoms and

- Pregnant (any gestational age) or postpartum (up to 4 weeks) and

- ? 1 additional risk factor:

- Unvaccinated, under-vaccinated (1-2 doses, < 4 weeks since 2nd 
dose), or fully vaccinated but not boosted

- BMI ? 35
- Diabetes on medication
- Severe cardiovascular disease*
- Severe immune suppression*
- Chronic kidney, liver, or lung disease*
- Sickle cell disease

Inpatient for 
labor (not COVID-19) or 

outpatient?
Inpatient Outpatient

Treatment in 
L&D Triage+

Treatment on 
Labor & Delivery 

unit

Underlying 
kidney or liver 

disease?

Yes

CMP, PT-INR

- Vital signs: Temperature, 
BP, HR, RR, SpO2

- Fetal assessment (based 
on gestational age)#

RDV Infusion:
- Day 1: 200mg
- Day 2: 100mg
- Day 3: 100mg

Infusion time = 30 minutes
No monitoring post-infusion

No

* Definitions

- Chronic kidney disease: GFR 30-59
 

- Cardiovascular disease: Heart failure, cardiomyopathy, coronary artery disease, congenital heart disease, 
hypertension on medication
 

- Chronic lung disease: Moderate to severe asthma (does not include mild asthma with no recent exacerbations, 
exercise-induced asthma, or albuterol prescription alone), bronchiectasis, COPD (emphysema and chronic bronchitis), 
interstitial lung disease, pulmonary embolism, pulmonary hypertension
 

- Chronic liver disease: Cirrhosis, fatty liver disease, autoimmune hepatitis, alcohol liver disease
 

- Severe immunocompromise: Active anti-CD20 therapy (rituximab), chronic corticosteroids (prednisone >20mg daily 
or equivalent), cyclosporin, multiple immunosuppressive agents, solid organ transplant, stem cell transplant, active 
chemotherapy, advanced and untreated HIV infection, moderate or severe congenital immunodeficiency

+ Outpatient triage appointments available twice daily, 7 days per week

# Fetal assessment based on gestational age:
- GA < 24 weeks: FH by Doppler
- GA 24 - 28 weeks: assess re: fetal movement

- If regular FM: FH by Doppler
- If no regular FM: NST

- GA > 28 weeks: NST
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